OSSR Onboarding - Integration #36
Onboarding: km3py
04/29/2021 10:32 PM - Jutta Schnabel

Status:

In Progress

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Jutta Schnabel

% Done:

30%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Documentation:

Video recording:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbml
aHXWkak

Meeting contribution: https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/22996/contri
butions/91956/

Zenodo entry:

Category:
Target version:

04/14/2021

OSSR primer

Description

Please adjust this information!
Edit this issue!
In "Description": remove this text and add a short description of your project
add a contact person for the onboarding process as assignee (or add as " contact: xxx" to the description
provide the link to a software issue

How to create the software issue
This issue tracks your onboarding, therefore we need another issue to describe the software/project itself. This is done by filling a
software issue. If not yet done, please provide a software issue by copying this template and filling it. You should
Fill the template as described in the template description
move the issue to your ESFRI's project (or to this project if your ESFRI does not have a project yet or your software is not
related to any ESFRI
don't forget to link the issue to this issue as "Related issue"!
History
#1 - 04/29/2021 10:32 PM - Jutta Schnabel
- File Survey_km3pipe.yml added
#2 - 04/29/2021 10:35 PM - Jutta Schnabel
- Status changed from New to In Progress
#3 - 06/22/2021 05:00 PM - Jutta Schnabel
- Meeting contribution changed from https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/22996/#2-onboarding-km3net-software to
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/22996/contributions/91956/
#4 - 07/09/2021 08:21 AM - Jutta Schnabel
- Description updated
#5 - 07/09/2021 08:33 AM - Anonymous
- File deleted (Survey_km3pipe.yml)
#6 - 07/09/2021 08:39 AM - Anonymous
- Description updated
#7 - 07/09/2021 08:41 AM - Anonymous
- Description updated
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#8 - 02/23/2022 11:25 AM - Jutta Schnabel
- Video recording set to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbmlaHXWkak
- Assignee set to Jutta Schnabel
- Tags changed from KM3NeT to KM3NeT, OSSR Onboarding
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